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TECHNICAL SUPPLIES FOR THE MARITIME AND INDUSTRIAL FIELD
COMPANY ESTABLISHED IN 1880

WENCON®

Epoxy products for rebuilding and protection

Two component expressly designed for the repair of

worn or damaged metal parts , can be used on any 

metal with a simple mixing ratio of 1 : 1, which

makes it easy to use and optimizes the intervention

of maintenance in terms of product consumption

and downtime.

They are used for maintenance of maritime engineering , shipbuilding , mining , petrochemical

industry for the repair of installations such as pumps, pipes , metal rails , worn surfaces in general

or in the preventive maintenance of parts subject to corrosion .

IMPA 812593/4

Wencon Ceramic Cream has a high

abrasion resistance, making it suitable for

applications on propeller nozzles, rudders,

thruster tunnels and housings. In addition,

the product also offer high temperature

resistance, which makes it ideal for

applications on gas scrubbers, condensers

and end-covers.

Typical applications are coating of

surfaces rebuild after deterioration and

protection against wear, corrosion and bi-

metallic corrosions. Wencon Ceramic

Coating has a high abrasion resistance,

making it suitable for applications on

propeller nozzles, rudders, thruster

tunnels and housings. In addition, the

product also offer high temperature

resistance, which makes it ideal for

applications on gas scrubbers,

condensers and end-covers.
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ISSA 75.553.20  
IMPA 812335  

ISSA 75.553.10/11  
IMPA 812337/8  

ISSA 75.553.21/22 
IMPA 812347/43

Wencon Cream is a basic two-component,

epoxy compound with a wide range of

applications for repair and rebuilding of

worn, damaged, cracked and corroded

metal parts.

Wencon Coating is a two-component,

liquid epoxy coating suitable for a wide

range of applications. It provides a

smooth non porous surface, which is

resistant to bi-metallic corrosion, light

chemical aggression, corrosion and

erosion as well as impingement.
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ISSA 75.553.91 
IMPA 812334  

ISSA 75.553.192              
IMPA 812336

Wencon UW Cream is a two component
cream, to be applied on wet surfaces or
under water. The UW Cream is excellent
for filling up holes, dents and rebuilding of
surfaces which, due to high humidity, has
to be done in wet conditions.

Wencon UW Coating is a two component
product, to be applied on wet surfaces or
under water. The UW Coating is ideal for
repair of ballast- and cooling pipes, in
connection with Wencon reinforcement
tape. Excellent for repair jobs which, due
to high humidity, have to be done in wet
conditions.

WENCON            
HI TEMP  
COATING                      

WENCON             
RAPID                

ISSA 75.553.12/13  
IMPA 812345/46

Typical applications are coating of surfaces
rebuild after deterioration including repair
of lining on inert gas systems, fresh water
generators, hot pipes and heating coils,
protection of tanks, pumps and valves
against chemical and mechanical
aggression, corrosion and bi-metallic
corrosion.

Wencon Rapid is a fast curing two-

component, epoxy compound with a

wide range of applications for emergency 

repairs and maintenance.
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WENCON  
EXHAUST 

REPAIR KIT     

ISSA 75.553.30/31 
IMPA 812344/48

ISSA 75.553.25                 
IMPA 812340

Wencon Pipe Tape is a fast curing pipe
repair bandage especially formulated to
make quick and effective repairs of cracks,
leaks, fractures, and corrosion porosity in
piping carrying water, oil, steam, most
gases and even solvents. Wencon Pipe
Tape has good pressure, temperature and
chemical resistance.

www.montiebarabino.it - info@montiebarabino.it

WENCON           
UW       

PUTTY              

Wencon UW Putty is a two-component

compound, to be applied on wet surfaces

or under water. The UW Putty is excellent

for filling up holes, dents and rebuilding of

surfaces which, due to high humidity, have

to be done in wet conditions.

WENCON KIT     

Typical applications are corroded hulls and

all underwater parts of vessels and

structures, tanks, pipes, flange faces, etc

Wencon stock points are 
available all over the world 
for fast delivery of orders to 

local agent

A special kit is available for all your

needs, depending on the operation

involved, size and age of the vessel.

Covers most aspects of emergency

repairs and long lasting maintenance. 

Wencon Exhaust Repair is a one-

component steel cold weld product that

can be used to repair cracks and holes in

equipment exposed to temperatures up

to 1300° C (2400°F)

New versions especially designed for
Docking / Tanker / Dry Bulk are now
available.

- Via Buranello, 85/r  16149 GENOVA - Tel:  +39.010413341 Fax: +39010414281

Special fixation tools                                 
are also available


